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Abstract—Image Edge Detection is one of the most important parts of image processing. In this paper, by fuzzy technique, a new method is used to improve digital image edge detection. In this method, a 3x3 mask is employed to process each pixel by means of vicinity. Each pixel is considered a fuzzy input and by examining fuzzy rules in its vicinity, the edge pixel is specified and by utilizing calculation algorithms in image processing, edges are displayed more clearly. This method shows significant improvement compared to different edge detection methods (e.g. Sobel, Canny).
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I. INTRODUCTION

Fuzzy techniques have always been utilized as one of the modern methods in different processes. In the value processing debate, one of the aiding methods in stating relations and complex calculations are fuzzy systems. [1, 2, 3] these techniques, relying on neural network methods have been capable of significantly improving image edge detection. [4, 5] today, image processing is one of the best tools for extracting properties, analyzing situations and ultimately, correct decision-making. this also implies to humans; information is sent to the brain through the eyes, and the brain, by processing this information, makes the final decision and issues the command. the goal of image processing is not implementing the human brain function based on data obtained from the eyes, because this operation is very complex and massive. rather, it constitutes preprocesses and execution of certain processes for extracting required properties for achieving predefined goals in the discussion of edge detection, analysis is carried out in form of pixels and by examining vicinity situations. system input is image pixels with levels between 0 and 255 the problem with most edge-detection methods is incapability in detecting real image edges. some edge-detection methods, enter very little edge levels which are not important to users as noise, and on the other hand, some edge detection methods do not extract useful image details. although, some methods based on the fuzzy technique have been created which by utilizing differentiation and pixel gradient [2], have to some deal been capable of extracting more precise image details, methods including prewitt, sobel, robert [6]. however, in images, which only the main image edges are important to us, these techniques have not proven to be remedial in different image edge-detection algorithms, one of the main problems is detecting main image edges in digital images. this is because of unspecified black and white level values, and therefore imprecision in these thresholds. hence, by utilizing fuzzy systems, a method is proposed which edges are extracted by means of determining a dependency function to black and white levels in each pixel and a series of other laws in this paper, a new fuzzy algorithm relative to [1] is used in edge detection, and a method capable of extracting applicable and useful image details and reducing image noise is employed. images used in this method possess gray levels, which are converted to black and white levels while processing the sobel, canny, robert, prewitt, and zero-cross etc. algorithms are some examples of common edge revealing algorithms. [7]

II. METHOD

The reason for edge creation in an image is light contrast between the two edges. Edges are parts of an image specifying its skeleton. Normally, important properties of an image are hidden in the edges.

Different types of edges are vertical, horizontal and diagonal edges. In order to find a vertical, we move horizontally in the first row by which each pixel is compared to its preceding pixel. If the difference is more than a certain specific number, the edge is revealed.

Likewise, in order to find a horizontal edge, we move vertical in the first column by which each pixel is compared to its preceding pixel. If the difference is more than a certain specific number, the edge is revealed.

In order to determine diagonal edges, a similar technique is employed.

A. Edge Detection Operation

In the edge detection technique, the input image format is contrast and the output image format is binary, meaning that the output in the edges is one binary (white) and zero binary (black) in other places.

In the edge detection discussion, processing pixel vicinities is considered. Two types of vicinities exist, which are:

1. Four pixel vicinities
2. Eight pixel vicinities
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B. Fuzzy Membership Functions

The 3x3 mask selected for image scanning passes on pixel values to the fuzzy system input. In this mask, each pixel is considered an input image possessing values between 0 to 255. Two black and white functions are employed at the input and a triangular membership function is utilized at the output as the edge. The function center defuzzicator and the output display interval are selected between 0 to 255. (Figure 2)

The values of black and white membership functions are obtained by trial and error. The B and W membership function were selected from 0 to 80, and 80 to 255 respectively. [1]

C. Rules

Rules are determined based on pixel vicinity status. These rules have been written studying different states and special edge conditions. The considered 3x3 mask scans all image gray surfaces and pixels are examined according to predefined rules.

Rules are selected based on various forms of vicinity including 32 rules in six different series. (Figure 3)

For example, four rules in the first series examine horizontal and vertical edges; if vicinity conditions are correspondent to the above laws, the central pixel is selected as the edge. Edge conditions are examined against other rules and in this way, edge pixels are specified.

AND and OR functions are considered as Min and Max and the function center difuzzicator is selected.

Some problems accompany these sets of rules. One of the basic problems is rule series 4 and 6. In these sets of rules, if a noise is spotted inside an image, it is mistakenly detected as the edge.

In order to remedy this situation, after carrying out the edge detection algorithm, a mask is placed over the output image, which attempts to scan the whole image.

In order to correct the noise created in series 4 rules, a 3x3 mask and for series 6 rules, a 5x5 mask is employed. (Figure 4)

By examining all pixel vicinities by means of the figure 3 mask, the main edges are determined.

Examining noises created in series 6 rules, if edge pixels are within gray pixels, they are assumed as noise and are omitted from the image. Likewise, each pixel is examined for series 4 rules and the whole image is scanned. With this method, much of the noises are omitted.

The next problem is failing to observe line juncture between edge regions. After edge detection, edge lines in the image appear to be discontinuous. Therefore, in order to solve this problem, while selecting edge pixels, adjoining pixels are
also selected. In this way, the problem with discontinuous edge lines is resolved. (Figure 5)

By applying this method, the continuity between edge lines can be maintained. By this method, another problem arises in which, too much thickness appears on edge lines, which is corrected by thinning in the binary image.

III. RESULT

In figure 6, Sobel and Canny filters are used for comparison and also, images with low complexity are used, and maintaining image edges has been the main consideration.

In figure 7, it is observed that although the Canny method (Figure 7c) has successfully extracted the main edges, yet it has entered some noise in the image. These noises are actually unwanted edges mistakenly detected as edges by the Canny method.

Our goal is to extract the main image edges. The Sobel method too, did not correctly detect the edges, but also did not enter any noise in the image.

The difference between this paper and paper [1] are evident in the image. In this image, the edge lines are discontinuous and some noise is evident in the image. In some parts of the edge lines, coarse line edges can be observed, which in our method, all these problems have been fixed, and while maintaining continuous and monotone lines, image noises are omitted.

In figure 8-a noisy images are observed and Part from discontinuity between edge lines, coarse lines are observed in some regions. In figure 9, it is observed that image noise is eliminated and line continuity is well maintained. This method while maintaining the image’s main edges, is capable of eliminating unwanted image noise.

Examining the results in figure 10, it is observed that this method performs well in eliminating noises (especially salt and pepper noises).
In this figure, we observe that noises are eliminated perfectly and horizontal and diagonal edges are extracted with high clarity, which compared to paper [1], results have improved significantly.

IV. DISCUSSION

As mentioned above, the fuzzy method and applied corrections in rules and digital processing has significantly improved digital edge detection compared to paper [1]. This method performs well in objects where small image details are not so important. This technique compared to paper [1], has performed well in detecting image edges and while eliminating image noise, has successfully maintained edge lines.
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